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Abstract. This paper considers the problem of designing efficient AI
strategies for playing games at intermediate board states. While general
heuristic-based methods are applicable for all boards states, the search
required in an alpha-beta scheme depends heavily on the move ordering.
Determining the best move ordering to be used in the search is particu-
larly interesting and complex in an intermediate board state, compared
to the situation where the game starts with an initial board state, as
we do not assume the availability of “Opening book” moves. Further-
more, unlike the two-player scenario that is traditionally analyzed, we
investigate the more complex scenario when the game is a multi-player
game, like Chinese Checkers. One recent approach, the Best-Reply Search
(BRS), resolves this by a process of grouping opponents, which although
successful, incurs a very large branching factor. To address this, the
authors of this work earlier proposed the Threat-ADS move ordering
heuristic, by augmenting the BRS by invoking techniques from the field
of Adaptive Data Structures (ADSs) to order the moves. Indeed, the
Threat-ADS performs well under a variety of parameters when the game
was analyzed at or near the game’s initial state. This work demonstrates
that the Threat-ADS also serves as a solution to the unresolved question
of finding a viable solution in the far-more variable, intermediate game
states. Our present results confirm that the Threat-ADS performs well
in these intermediate states for various games. Surprisingly, it, in fact,
performs better in some cases, when compared to the start of the game.
1 Introduction
AI techniques have been used extensively to play games, and well-known ap-
proaches such as alpha-beta search are known to gain improved efficiency and
performance through strong move ordering, or attempts to search the best move
first [1]. While these techniques are generally applicable for all board positions,
their applicability for intermediate positions is far from obvious. This is because,
in investigating the performance of move ordering techniques, rather than consid-
ering random game positions or the initial board state, analysis at intermediate
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2board states is particularly fascinating. This is because the number of possi-
ble positions and the consequent potential moves, in an intermediate position
is far more than the number encountered at the starting position. This is the
focus of this paper. However, rather than considering move ordering-based AI
search strategies for the classical family of two-person games, we consider here
the scenario when the game is a multi-player game. It is well-established that
the research domain associated with Multi-Player Game Playing (MPGP) of
adversarial games is relatively unexplored1.
The majority of techniques utilized by MPGP, such as the Paranoid and Max-
N algorithms, are extensions of well-understood, powerful two-player techniques,
such as Alpha-Beta Search, to a multi-player environment [5, 6]. However, while
these techniques are natural and make intuitive sense, for a variety of issues,
they have trouble performing at a level comparable with their two-player coun-
terparts, necessitating the development of new techniques, and improvements to
existing ones [4, 7]. One very recent strategy, attempting to overcome weaknesses
in tree pruning and processing time in multi-player environments, is the Best-
Reply Search (BRS), which has been found to outperform its competitors in a
variety of environments [8]. Despite its power, however, the nature of the BRS
leads to a large branching factor in the game tree, thus making tree pruning an
important area of consideration in its use [8].
The authors of this work proposed in [9] the Threat-ADS heuristic, which
makes use of techniques from the formerly unrelated field of Adaptive Data
Structures (ADS) to improve move ordering in the context of the BRS. The
Threat-ADS heuristic was found to produce meaningful improvements in a va-
riety of cases [9, 10] when the game started from its initial board position. This
paper demonstrates that the Threat-ADS is also a viable solution to efficiently
resolve the search problem for MPGP analyzed from intermediate states.
The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. After a motivating section,
Section 3 briefly discusses existing techniques for MPGP including the Threat-
ADS. Section 4 describes the game models that we employ and specifies the
experiments we have performed. Section 5 presents our results. Finally, Sections 6
and 7 contain our analysis and conclusions, and open avenues of further research.
2 Motivation
Investigation into AI-based game playing from intermediate board states is an
interesting topic, as it involves a much richer area of inquiry than the starting
position of the game. This is because:
1 Recent years have seen a rising focus in the literature on this domain, accelerated,
in part, by the growing popularity of multi-player board games, such as the highly-
regarded Settlers of Catan, and the multi-player nature of electronic games [2, 3].
Despite increasing interest in both the academic and public domains, MPGP remains
a relatively unexplored field, and significant work remains to be done before knowl-
edge of MPGP approaches the vast body of work dedicated to adversarial two-player
game playing [1, 2, 4].
31. “Opening book” moves are not available at an intermediate board state [11].
2. In all non-trivial games, the variability in possible intermediate board states
is almost always exponentially large.
3. Unlike two-player games, in multi-player games, the number of opponents
who pose an adversarial threat in an intermediate board state could be larger
than the number that the perspective player faces at the start of the game.
4. In some cases, at an intermediate board state, the number of adversarial
opponents could have reduced, due to player eliminations.
5. Apart from the number of opponents, the identity of the opponents that
could potentially threaten the perspective player could change in the inter-
mediate board sate.
To explain the above issues, it is clear that if a game is well known, a game
playing engine will, generally, make use of an opening book of strong, known
moves that are derived from either expert knowledge, or trained from previous
experience with the game [11]. In the case of intermediate game states, however,
such well-known opening moves are unavailable, and thus the efficiency of the
game search is more important. Furthermore, the opening stages of the game
have a relatively small degree of variability, compared to the vast number of pos-
sible intermediate board states. Thus, when analyzing the performance of move
ordering, addressing intermediate board states provides much more powerful
results related to its performance.
The problem is accentuated in the case of MPGP. In the case of a multi-player
game, there are other considerations at work aside from the variability of the
intermediate board states. It is typical that in a multi-player game, the winner
is determined by the last player remaining in the game, thus over time it is
possible that players will be eliminated from play. Considering that the Threat-
ADS makes gains by prioritizing the most threatening player, it is possible that
the removal of players from contention will have an impact on its performance.
Furthermore, depending on the qualities of the game, different opponents may
be more threatening at different stages of play. For example, if one opponent
has performed very well thus far, he may be more capable of minimizing the
perspective player’s score and pose a greater threat than he posed earlier in the
game. Figure 1 shows an example of these effects in the context of the Virus Game
[9, 10], explained below. An alternate example when the number of adversarial
opponents increases, e.g., in Chinese Checkers, is easily derived.
Our goal is to find any expedient solution to the search problem when one
starts from these intermediate positions. Of course, while one can use the estab-
lished BRS to tackle the problem, we unarguably demonstrate that by augment-
ing it with an ADS, the previously-proposed Threat-ADS is capable of adapting
to these changing factors, and that it will still perform, well deeper in the tree.
3 Previous Work
The dominant search techniques for MPGP can be broadly divided into stochas-
tic methods, such as the popular UCT algorithm [12], and deterministic meth-
4Fig. 1. The Virus Game at its initial state, and ten turns into the game. Observe that
two players have been eliminated, and the pieces are more closely grouped together.
ods, generally derived from the well-known Mini-Max approach for two-player
games [1, 2]. In the case of a multi-player environment, there does not exist the
simple paradigm of one player maximizing his score, while the others attempt
to minimize it, as one player’s gain does not necessarily equally impact all op-
ponents. This must be addressed when extending Mini-Max to a multi-player
environment. The Paranoid algorithm seeks to accomplish this by considering
all opponents to minimize the perspective player’s score, whereas the Max-N
algorithm assumes each opponent will seek to minimize his own score [5, 6]. The
more recent BRS attempts to overcome the weaknesses of assuming all opponents
are a coalition, as in the Paranoid approach, and the tree pruning difficulties that
the Max-N algorithm encounters [8]. It does this by assuming all opponents are
a single entity, who may take only one action between the perspective player’s
turns. While this implies it considers invalid board states, it was found to per-
form better than the Paranoid and Max-N in a variety of environments [8].
As the BRS groups opponents together into a single minimizing “super oppo-
nent”, the Min nodes will naturally have a larger branching factor when searching
the game tree than any single player, as all possible moves for all opponents are
grouped together. As this grouping is a unique feature of the BRS, it was recog-
nized that using some form of ranking of the opponents could potentially lead
to a novel move ordering strategy, thus implying that one could apply methods
previously unused in the context of move ordering. Using this, the present au-
thors proposed, in [9], the Threat-ADS heuristic, which gathers moves from each
opponent in the order of their relative threats. The Threat-ADS heuristic em-
ploys a list-based ADS, which is a list designed to quickly and efficiently update
its structure to improve query efficiency over time [13, 14]. In this context, the
list is “queried” when an opponent provides the most minimizing move at a Min
node of the tree (which is discovered naturally in the execution of the BRS), and
the resultant structure is interpreted as a ranking of opponent threats. Figure 2
shows a comparison of a Min level of the BRS using the Threat-ADS, and not,
showing how the ADS can assist in finding the most minimizing move quickly.
5Fig. 2. The BRS not using Threat-ADS on the left, and using it, on the right. Note
how the ranking of opponents by their threat levels improves move ordering.
In its introductory paper, the Threat-ADS was shown to provide statistically
significant gains in terms of Node Count (NC), using a standard T-Test, over
several turns of a variety of game models, using a “Move-to-Front” update mech-
anism for the ADS [9]. It was later shown to retain these improvements under
a variety of alternative update mechanisms, although the “best” one to use can
vary depending on the game in question, and to retain its performance in trees
of deeper ply depth [10].
Our previous work demonstrated the benefits of Threat-ADS under a vari-
ety of game models, and using different ADS update mechanisms. However, all
measurements were taken beginning at the initial board state of the game, and
a few turns into the future. The question now is whether the Threat-ADS can
also serve as a feasible solution to the intermediate board positions, and we shall
demonstrate that it is.
4 Game Models and Experimental Setup
For the purposes of consistency with our previous work, we have elected to use
the same game models that we made use of in [9] and [10]. Specifically, we make
use of the well-known multi-player games Focus and Chinese Checkers, as well
as a game akin to the well-known “Game of Life” called the Virus Game. Focus
and Chinese Checkers were chosen due to their use in the work that introduced
the BRS, to demonstrate its efficacy under a variety of game models [8]. The
rules and evaluation functions for all the three games employed are the same as
in the previous work in [9] and [10].
The Virus Game is a territory control game played on anN -by-N sized board,
where any number of k players, where k ≥ 2, have a configured number of pieces
placed randomly on the board. During their turn, a player may “infect” a square
occupied by or adjacent to (interpreted as horizontally or vertically adjacent, but
not diagonally) one of their pieces. The player claims the infected square, and
gains pieces on that square, and all adjacent squares. Further details of the games
are omitted here in the interest of space, but can be found in [9].
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work, other than the perspective player, all opponents made random moves, to
cut down on experiment runtime, as we are interested in tree pruning rather than
the final state of the game. However, this was not considered to be a valid way
to generate intermediate starting board positions, as the intermediate positions
would be unrealistic if one player was acting intelligently, and the opponents were
acting at random. We thus progressed the game to an intermediate position by
having each player use a simple 2-ply BRS for a set number of turns, and then
switching to a 4-ply BRS for the perspective player, and random behaviour for
the opponents (as in the previous work), while measurements were taken. The
number of turns we advanced into the game in this way was fifteen for the Virus
Game, ten for Chinese Checkers, and, given its short duration, three for Focus.
The games were run for the same number of turns as in [9] and [10], and the
sum of the Node Count (NC) over those turns was taken as our metric. This was
ten turns for the Virus Game, five for Chinese Checkers, and three for Focus.
In the case of the Virus Game, we set the number of players to be equal to five,
and four players for Focus. In the case of Chinese Checkers, unlike in previous
work, we present our results for both the four-player and the six-player case. Each
of these trials was repeated fifty times, for each of the adaptive list mechanisms
from [10], with the exception of the Stochastic Move-to-Rear absorbing rule,
which was found to not produce any effect, and for the unaugmented BRS. These
mechanisms were, specifically, the Move-to-Front, Transposition, Move-Ahead-
k, and POS(k) rules (exact specification of the implementation of these update
mechanisms is omitted from this work, and the reader is referred to [10]). As in
previous work, the value for k was chosen to be two, to insure Move-Ahead-k
and POS(k) did not perform identically to the Move-to-Front or Transposition.
In our previous work, we performed a total of two hundred trials. This was
subsequently found to be very time consuming, and more than necessary to
demonstrate a clear improvement from the use of the Threat-ADS heuristic.
Because of the large sample, the results in [9] and [10] pass the test for normalcy,
although they do not pass it in this work. Thus, rather than make use of the
one-tailed T-Test, we have instead elected to employ the non-parametric Mann-
Whitney test for statistical significance. We have furthermore included the Effect
Size measure, which is the standardized mean difference between the two data
sets, to make the degree of impact from the Threat-ADS more intuitive [15].
Our results and statistical analysis are presented in the next section.
5 Results
Consider Table 1, where we present our results for the Virus Game. We observe
that, as was the case in [10], all ergodic ADSs produced a statistically significant
improvement in pruning, ranging from a 5% – 10% reduction in NC. The Move-
to-Front and Transposition performed the best, and equally well, in this case.
The Effect Sizes ranged between approximately 0.5 and 0.9, with the majority
near 0.8.
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Update Mechanism Avg. NC Std. Dev P-Value Effect Size
None 303,000 35, 000 - -
Move-to-Front 275,000 40, 000 2.5× 10−4 0.82
Transposition 275,000 37, 000 6.0× 10−5 0.87
Move-Ahead-k 280,000 30, 000 1.4× 10−4 0.72
POS(k) 286,000 40, 000 5.7× 10−3 0.56
Table 2 shows our results for Focus. In this case, again, all adaptive update
mechanisms produced a statistically significant improvement in tree pruning. In
this case it was a very large reduction of roughly 20% for all cases. However,
here the Effect Size lingered around 0.45, given the much larger variance of
the datasets. As there are a total of three opponents, the Move-Ahead-k and
POS(k) rules are identical to the Move-to-Front and Transposition strategies,
respectively, and thus the results are duplicated in the table, and marked ‘*’.
Table 2. Results for Focus
Update Mechanism Avg. NC Std. Dev P-Value Effect Size
None 16,767,000 7, 161, 000 - -
Move-to-Front 13,592,000 5, 240, 000 0.01 0.44
Transposition 13,671,000 4, 240, 000 0.03 0.43
Move-Ahead-k* 13,592,000* 5, 240, 000 0.01 0.44
POS(k)* 13,671,000* 4, 240, 000 0.03 0.43
Our results for four-player Chinese Checkers are shown in Table 3. Again, the
Move-to-Front and Transposition are identical to Move-Ahead-k and POS(k),
respectively. Here we saw a statistically significant improvement from the Move-
to-Front/Move-Ahead-k rule (a 13% reduction in tree size), however, while the
average NC was reduced, the Transposition/POS(k) fell outside 95% certainty.
Table 4 shows our results for six-player Chinese Checkers. In this case,
Threat-ADS had a smaller impact than the others. However, we do observe that
the average NC is lower when Threat-ADS is employed in all cases. The best
performance was obtained from the Transposition rule, with an 8% reduction in
tree size, which fell within 90% certainty, although outside 95% certainty.
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Update Mechanism Avg. NC Std. Dev P-Value Effect Size
None 3,458,000 905, 000 - -
Move-to-Front 3,024,000 816, 000 0.01 0.46
Transposition 3,206,000 798, 000 0.12 0.26
Move-Ahead-k* 3,024,000* 816, 000 0.01 0.46
POS(k)* 3,206,000* 798, 000 0.12 0.26
Table 4. Results for six-player Chinese Checkers
Update Mechanism Avg. NC Std. Dev P-Value Effect Size
None 8,168,000 2, 560, 000 - -
Move-to-Front 7,677,000 2, 280, 000 0.18 0.30
Transposition 7,494,000 1, 670, 000 0.09 0.26
Move-Ahead-k 7,644,000 1, 830, 000 0.21 0.20
POS(k) 7,975,000 2, 190, 000 0.44 0.08
6 Discussion
Our results in this work further reinforce the conclusions from [9] and elabo-
rated upon in [10]. In the case of each of our game models, we see that the
use of Threat-ADS resulted in a decrease in the average NC, over the course of
several turns. In the case of the Virus Game and Focus, the results were always
statistically significant within a 95%, or greater, certainty threshold. While we
always see an improvement in the case of Chinese Checkers, in a number of
cases this improvement falls outside 95% certainty. These results demonstrate
that the Threat-ADS is able to produce meaningful savings in tree pruning in a
variety of intermediate game states, for the games we have analyzed. Given that
the games vary substantially from each other, being based on piece capturing,
racing, and territory control for Focus, Chinese Checkers, and the Virus Game,
respectively, we hypothesize that the Threat-ADS will continue to perform well
in other multi-player games too.
We observe that in our previous experiments, the improvement in tree prun-
ing would range between a 5% and 10% reduction in average NC [10]. Our results
for the Virus Game in this work is consistent with that. However, we note that
in the context of Focus, we observed a much stronger 20% reduction in average
NC. We suspect the reason for this is that, after some time is passed, it is likely
that one or more of the opponents will have performed well in the opening moves
9of the game, and thus pose a greater threat to the perspective player. By pri-
oritizing that opponent, the Threat-ADS is therefore able to make substantial
savings, whereas at the beginning of the game, all players start at equal footing.
This demonstrates that in fact the benefits of the Threat-ADS can improve over
the course of the game, generating greater savings as time progresses.
In the case of Chinese Checkers, our best results for four-player Chinese
Checkers resulted in a 13% saving in tree pruning, and the Transposition rule
generated an 8% reduction in NC in the six-player case, which is a greater reduc-
tion than was observed in [10]. However, the best result for six-player Chinese
Checkers fell outside 95% statistical certainty, regardless of the greater reduction
in tree size. We suspect this is due to the large variance, which is to be expected,
given that we are beginning measurements from a different starting position each
time. Given that the use of Threat-ADS produces a reduction in tree size at all
times, we suspect that it is not the case that the Threat-ADS is performing
worse in the context of intermediate board states, but simply that the increased
variance makes each pairwise comparison less likely to be statistically significant
within 95% certainty. This also leads to a reduced Effect Size metric.
The Effect Size provides an easily-understood metric for demonstrating the
degree of impact that a new technique has, in a way that is immediately obvi-
ous to the reader. While these rules are not universal, an Effect Size of 0.2 is
considered to be small, 0.5 to be medium, and 0.8 to be large [15]. Given that
our best-performing strategies are normally between 0.5 and 0.8 or larger, we
conclude that Threat-ADS’ contribution to tree pruning is not coincidental.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have considered the task of designing an efficient AI scheme for
multi-player games analyzed from intermediate (as opposed to starting) board
states. Our results clearly demonstrate that the scheme presented in [9] and
[10], i.e., the Threat-ADS, is an expedient strategy. Indeed, it maintains its
performance when applied to intermediate board states, and does not function
disproportionately well at the start of the game. In fact, our results confirm that
the Threat-ADS can obtain greater performance in some cases later in the game,
as we observed with Focus.
The Virus Game, Focus, and Chinese Checkers are different enough from
each other that one can reasonably hypothesize that the Threat-ADS will remain
viable under other game models. However, we have currently not explored its
function in a very wide set of games, and thus exploration of a larger set of games
is a potential future research direction. We have also shown here that Threat-
ADS’ performance within Chinese Checkers varies depending on whether the
game is played with four or six players, showing that examination of different
numbers of players may lead to interesting results as well.
As in our previous work, however, what the Threat-ADS’ consistent results,
with its inexpensive cost, demonstrates is the potential benefits ADSs hold for
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game playing. Hopefully, this work will inspire others and provide a basis for
further exploration of ADS-based techniques within area of game playing.
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